"SCRIVERE IL TERREMOTO" "WRITING DOWN THE EARTHQUAKE"

- A BOOK PROJECT ORGANIZED FOR AND BY STUDENTS -

What happened in L’Aquila during and after the night of the earthquake 2009? It is your own story, the story of a friend, your family, your neighbours or other people of L’Aquila.

This project is...

... an international creative art project.

... open to every UNIVAQ student from any Department.

... organized and ruled by a small group of participant students.

The project has been conceived by the German painter Lisa Stybor and it foresees two parts:

1) the students’ writings - in Italian and translated in English (and possibly in other languages) - to be collected in a book

2) a series of Lisa Stybor's drawings related to the earthquake.

Both parts are to be presented together in an exhibition.

If you like writing and interviewing people and if you are interested in creative work with other young people, please come to the first meeting on

Thursday, November 28th, 5 p.m.
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